Our Mission
To provide our clients with practical, scientific solutions for their mineral exploration and mining
issues, anywhere in the world.

Geologists for the Resource Industry
MinQuest Consultants is a geological consultancy, comprising a vastly experienced team of
passionately committed geologists that provide innovative and practical solutions for the problems
faced by exploration and mining companies. Headed by Wilson Gewargis, who has over 40 years
international Exploration and Project experience, we can assist with projects in Australia, Africa,
South-East Asia, the Americas, and the Middle East.
We believe that by understanding the goals of your company and integrating our practical
experience and knowledge with your situation, we can develop customised practical solutions that
add maximum value to your project. We aim to help you achieve outcomes on-time and on-budget.
This can be best achieved by applying a practical solution while honouring a scientific approach.
We are practical, “hands-on” geologists with a wide range of experience in the mining & exploration
industry in Australia and internationally. We like to get our boots dirty.

Exploration & Evaluation
MinQuest’s Exploration and Evaluation division offers experienced field geologists, expert
techniques and up to date technologies which provide a focused pathway to discover and define
your next mineral deposit. Our experienced and practical geologists can take your property from
concept to prospect to feasibility studies and, with the help of our associates, we can develop it into
a producing mine.
We can provide specific and expert advice at any stage along the exploration process, or we can
supply a complete exploration management service comprising: planning; supervision; data
collection & assessment; project management & reporting; and project auditing. We also offer
contract staff for temporary roles.
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Our Services include:











Speciality - Supervision of drilling programmes; targeting studies; Diamond and RC logging
Specialty - Global and Regional geological targeting, assessment and project generation
Exploration program initiation and full project management to best industry standards
(incorporating monitoring to achieve continual improvement)
Exploration project planning, budgeting, technical advice, supervision, implementation,
monitoring, risk management and auditing
Geological mapping (regional & local)
Geochemical and geophysical survey planning & supervision
Contract reviews and assessments (drilling; geophysical; geochemical)
Data compilation, validation, management and analysis
Integrated modelling, interpretation and target prioritisation
Assist in establishing SOPs, health, safety and environment procedures

Drill Program Supervision
As noted above, we specialise in all aspects of drilling programs. The team from MinQuest
Consultants has successfully managed various drilling programs around the world. Our
exploration geologists have the specialist experience required to conduct any type of drilling, in
any remote area, or any phase of drilling, and to any level.
MinQuest Consultants can conduct drilling programs from the start with initial target studies;
selecting the best drill rigs for the job; setting up the procedures; through to management of the
drilling program for scoping and feasibility studies.
Our team has drilling experience with various commodities, which include: gold; copper; base
metals; uranium; and iron deposits and other ore bodies. We can assist our clients and mining
companies to effectively manage their drilling program, however small or large, and deliver the
results with verifiable integrity, in a time and cost effective manner. Our team pride themselves
on conducting themselves with high professionalism and business ethics.
We adopt a multi-stage process-driven and systematic approach to whatever stage of the drilling
program we are engaged to oversee or conduct. As an indication, here are some of the steps
that we consistently apply to every project (other geologists may not do these systematically):












Review the initial requirements for the drilling program
Select the right contract supply
Avoid stand by charges
Target area marked by Senior Geologist
Supervising Exploration Geologist will be in charge of sample collection and drilling
Ensure sample processing facilities are adequate
Apply SOPs
Sample QA/QC
Weekly reporting
Weekly safety meetings
Geologist is responsible for Core Yard; Data Collection; Reporting; & Risk Assessment

MinQuest Consultants’ detailed procedures are available upon request.
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Data Management & Mapping
MinQuest’s Data Management and Mapping division is dedicated to develop and manage
exploration project data capture & management systems for data to be captured and received from
any mineral project. Considerable time, effort and money go into collecting such data. It is therefore
paramount to ensure that this core asset is valid, properly managed, secure and is translated from
data into meaningful information.
Our services are tailored for each client and each individual project. We can capture input data
utilising advanced field and mobile tools & software and output the results in a variety of formats
with predefined validation and reporting systems.
MinQuest staff has experience with most of the common industry software packages that are used
for data management and manipulation and can tailor a program to ensure compatibility with
existing or proposed management programs.

Our Data Services include:





Developing the methodology for a project’s Data capture & storage
Data compliance & management
GIS mapping
Data analysis

Our Team’s Experience
Individual MinQuest team members have worked successfully together to manage and develop
exploration and mining projects from grass roots to feasibility studies throughout the world on
various commodities. For example, our tem head was instrumental in discovering and defining a
major Tungsten deposit.
Our practical exploration geologists, with over 100 years of combined exploration experience,
backed by the data management team, are highly experienced in major styles of mineralization
(gold, copper, and various commodities such as uranium, iron and industrial minerals). Individuals
from our team have worked in Australia, Africa, the Middle East, South East Asia, Asia, the South
Pacific, and North and South America.
Our offices in Perth, as well as a presence in other parts of the world, provide an ideal base of
operations for our staff to deliver best-practice, outcomes-driven services to our clients worldwide.

More Information
Should you wish to find out more about how MinQuest Consultants can add value to your proposed
or current projects, please visit our website at www.minquestconsultants.com and/or contact our
General Manager, Mark Lapworth via email on marklapworth@minquestconsultants.com where you
can request more details about who we are and what services we can provide for you as well as
information on our fee structure. If you prefer, you may also contact us by phone on:
+61 (0) 8 9407 9243.

